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Foreword from the Ladoga Foundation’s
Founder, Elena Timtchenko
We believe that everyone, regardless of age and social status, is entitled to a full,
meaningful life and the opportunity to fulfil their potential. The Ladoga Foundation’s
work over the last two years leaves us with the firm belief that such an approach enables us to find the right partners and develop effective programmes, whilst remaining
open to new ideas and projects.
The Ladoga Foundation was established at the end of 2010 to manage the Timtchenko family’s charitable projects professionally. Our first Annual Report was published
a year ago. Since then, the founders, the Supervisory Board and the staff have worked
hard to put plans into effect, analyse all of the results and find solutions to challenges
facing the Foundation. This has involved: systemising existing projects; developing a
Elena Timtchenko
strategic programme to help the older generation; and defining the main approaches
to creating new programmes.
In my opinion, the Ladoga team has displayed great professionalism over this time.
Three main focus areas have been developed: “The Older Generation”, “Education
and Culture” and “Sport”. The “Society for the Older Generation” programme, which
is being carried out in four of Russia’s regions and is designed to help people, especially the elderly, change their attitudes towards ageing, has become the Foundation’s
calling card.
In creating the Ladoga Foundation, we wanted its activities to draw not only upon
our family’s humanitarian values, but also upon existing knowledge. Therefore, we
support staff efforts to work in conjunction with professionals and conduct research.
Since Ladoga’s formation, we have managed to build relations with leading Russian
and foreign experts in the field of old age; and, together with them, we are trying to
make quality of life for the elderly a matter for broad public debate.
Our family greatly reveres Russia’s national traditions and its cultural, scientific and
spiritual legacy. In 2012, we supported the reconstruction of outstanding architecture
at Valaam Monastery and created a world-class library at St. Tikhon’s Orthodox University for the Humanities.
In creating the Ladoga Foundation, we
In May 2012, through its focus on “Sport”, Ladoga
supported
the staging of the World Chess Championship,
wanted its activities to draw not only upon
which not only underlined Russia’s position as a leading
our family’s humanitarian values, but also chess power, but also helped revive an interest in a sport,
upon existing knowledge.
which was once very popular in Russia. In 2013, we plan

to develop a number of projects systematically with the aim of strengthening Russia’s
chess tradition.
As we would like to see an active and healthy younger generation, we put a great
deal of effort into developing mass sports for children. The Foundation provides assistance to the development of children’s ice skating: holding ice hockey tournaments;
organising educational programmes for coaches who work with amateur outdoor
teams and in sports schools; and promoting ice hockey in general. An important element of the Foundation’s work in this area in 2013 will be to work more closely with
partners and specialists.
We believe that the widest possible range of citizens
should have access to sports, including people with special
Our partners and beneficiaries make
needs, for whom sport represents a powerful means of social
an invaluable contribution to the
and physical rehabilitation. Consequently, in 2013 we will supLadoga Foundation’s work.
port the Sledge Hockey Federation, which is actively developing the paralympic sport of sledge hockey in Russia.
Ladoga’s staff now faces a number of significant organisational challenges. We
have taken the decision to consolidate in 2013 all of the charitable programmes run
by our three foundations: Ladoga, Neva and Klyuch. This entails the development of a
set of strategic programmes built on common principles and using a single standard of
management. We hope that this will help make our charitable work more efficient and
better understood by the public. In acknowledgement of our personal responsibility
for the Foundation’s activities, we, as founders, have taken the decision to lend our
names to the charity; therefore, from 2013, the Ladoga Foundation will be renamed
“The Elena and Gennady Timtchenko Foundation”.
We are pleased that our initiatives are supported by hundreds of caring people.
Our partners and beneficiaries make an invaluable contribution to the Ladoga Foundation’s work. These people very often become our allies in work, enriching and complementing the Foundation’s efforts. We thank them for this and hope that, together,
we will be able to do a great deal in the interests of Russia and its citizens.

Elena Timtchenko
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Foreword by the Ladoga Foundation’s
General Director

Maria Morozova

It has been two years since the Ladoga Foundation was set up. This does not
seem very long; however, in this time we have managed to establish ourselves as one
of the few non-governmental organisations (NGOs) developing programmes to support the elderly and young people’s sport in a systematic and strategic way.
In 2012, the Foundation provided support for 88 projects amounting to 139.6
million roubles. These included both large-scale, nationally significant projects and
local initiatives in pilot regions. We have also financed 146 cataract operations over
the past year.
In 2012, within the “Older Generation” program we switched from an external,
centralised form of managing grant competitions to working in partnership with regional agents. As a result of this we were able to reduce administrative costs, reach
more applicants and establish relations with local NGOs and experts.
It was of great importance that, whilst interacting with the recipients of competitive grants, we met organisations dealing professionally with older people’s issues.
These organisations became the nucleus of a group of recipients we now refer to as
our “expert” group. Our work with them is based on a principle of constructive and
mutually beneficial co-operation.
At the end of 2012, the Ladoga Foundation launched a new long-term programme,
entitled Dobryi Led, which aims to involve chilOur strategic approach involves
dren in sport and promote ice hockey, as well
as support and develop ice hockey coaches.
parallel work on three levels: pracThis is our contribution to the cultivation of a
tical work at local community level;
healthier generation.
developing expert infrastructure
In solving complex social problems, we
strive to work in a consistent manner, deterand raising public awareness.
mine long-term goals and evaluate results on a
regular basis. Amongst our achievements of the last two years, I would like to mention
the comprehensive strategic approach we have created for use in implementing our
programmes. It involves parallel work on three levels: practical work at local community level; developing expert infrastructure and conducting research; and using the
data obtained to raise public awareness.
Given the increased number of programmes and projects in 2012, we needed
to strengthen our team with a new intake of employees. Consequently, a great deal

Our staff is a team of like-minded

of time and effort was required to choose the
people, a group of individuals who are
very best candidates. Our staff is a team of likeminded people, a group of individuals who are
knowledgeable and care; and they
knowledgeable and care; and they represent
represent the Foundation’s most valuthe Foundation’s most valuable asset.
able asset.
In fulfilling our mission, we try to do our
work as well as we can. On the basis of monitoring and feedback received from stakeholders, we are improving the Foundation’s
management process. In the past year, we have: started developing a system for
appraising employee performance; taken the decision to create a system to monitor programme efficiency; and launched an internal web-portal, which enables us to
exchange information in real time.
We have a great deal to do in the next year. All of our programmes need to be
assessed for efficiency and further improvement. The Foundation will also continue
to develop its partner relations with colleagues in the sector. The Ladoga team will
work to create a single interface for the family’s charitable work from both a strategic
and management point of view.
I sincerely wish to extend my thanks to Elena and Gennady Timtchenko and family.
Without their participation and support, the Foundation’s work would not exist.
I would also like to thank the Foundation’s colleagues, partners and experts - everyone who is helping us tackle the issues at hand. We are indebted to everyone who
supports our values and beliefs.

Maria Morozova
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About the Foundation

In 2012, the Ladoga Foundation was awarded a certificate by the Tochka Otscheta
All-Russian Competition for Annual Reports of NGOs, which is a testament to the
transparency of the Foundation’s work.
The Foundation is a member of the Russian Donors’ Forum .

The Foundation’s mission
To create and implement programmes of social importance aimed at the intellectual,
spiritual and physical development of people of all generations. We are prepared to risk
and try out new approaches to solving social problems with our associates and partners.
We are working for the present and future of the country, and counting on our activities
to produce long-term results.
The Ladoga Charitable Foundation was founded by Elena and Gennady Timtchenko at the end of 2010. They have been involved in charitable work for over 20
years.
One of the Foundation’s most important areas of focus is helping the elderly.
Ladoga collaborates with expert organisations to create and bring to life programmes
designed to change society’s attitude towards the elderly and to improve their quality
of life.
The Foundation’s priorities include the Dobryi Led programme to develop children’s ice skating, which started up in winter 2012.
In addition, Ladoga supports educational projects, and participates in restoring
cultural and religious monuments and artefacts.
Whilst the Foundation’s head office is in Moscow, its work covered seven of Russia’s regions in 2012 (Moscow, St. Petersburg, Moscow Region, Leningrad Region,
Arkhangelsk Region, Ivanovo Region and the Republic of Karelia).
The Ladoga Foundation’s effectiveness lies in its innovative approach to solving
social problems and working with leading specialists to develop and implement programmes.
The Foundation provides funding to organisations involved in social issues, culture, science and sport; as well as to action groups and individuals working to improve
people’s physical and mental health, or preserve and promote Russia’s cultural and
religious heritage.

«

In 2012, the Foundation actively developed its charitable programmes, increasing the number of beneficiaries and introducing new
focus areas. We worked out basic principles to help us choose how we
should implement our programmes; and the programmes themselves
became more sophisticated. Given this situation, the Supervisory
Board decided that the Foundation should introduce a system to evaluate its performance. In 2012, we launched an appraisal procedure for
our employees, and a series of success criteria was defined for each programme. This
system will be further developed and refined over 2013

»

Xenia Frank (Timtchenko),
Chair of Supervisory Board.

Focus of the Foundation’s work
In 2012, the Ladoga Foundation focused on three key areas : The Older Generation, Culture and Education, Sport.1
The Foundation works systemically, building a charitable infrastructure which will
be able to function independently in the future. To this end, the Foundation establishes partnerships with the very best non-governmental organisations (NGOs), state
agencies and municipal bodies, investing in their development and the replication of
best practice.

The programme to support NGOs and individuals by invitation includes support to
projects simultaneously in the fields of “Sport” and “Culture and Education”.
1
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How the Foundation operates
The Foundation operates via a number of programmes run by programme managers.
The Foundation’s staff participates directly in developing all of the charity’s new
rules and documents, including the development of strategies and programmes. Current and planned business is discussed at weekly staff meetings, as well as within ad
hoc working groups. Any problems experienced by staff are resolved via personal
discussions, weekly staff meetings and e-mail messages addressed to the management.
The Foundation supports ideas and projects developed by partner organisations
in Russia’s regions, and initiates its own projects, inviting expert organisations to implement them. Some of our current activities are run with the participation of partner
organisations.

Open grant competitions
The Foundation holds open grant competitions for projects which correspond with its main areas of activity. All kinds of organisations may submit
applications: ranging from citizens’ action groups to state agencies and
municipal bodies. The winners of the grant competitions receive financial
support from the Foundation to implement projects.
The Foundation ensures the independence and impartiality of the experts
evaluating the projects, and seeks to protect them from possible pressure
from the participants. Therefore, the composition of the panels is not usually published. Independent experts are invited to take part: journalists,

The competition process:

»» The competition and its conditions are published on the Foundation’s

website, specialised websites, in the media and on the websites of partner
organisations;

»» The Foundation provides advice to applicants on all issues regarding the
competition;

»» Applications are submitted;
»» Expert panels are established to evaluate the projects;
»» Competition results are published.

teachers, businessmen, local officials and members of NGOs. Decisions
are made at a regional level by expert panels consisting of at least seven
people. By complying with all procedures we avoid any conflict of interest
in the voting process.
At present, open competitions are used primarily to tackle issues which
fall under the “Older Generation” programme. In the past, competitions
were held centrally and an authoritative expert panel with considerable
organisational experience was engaged; however, in 2012, a decision was
taken to abandon outsourcing handled from a central point. The job was
transferred to a local level and managed by professionals in the regions
where the programmes were being implemented (St. Petersburg, Republic
of Karelia, Arkhanglesk Region, Leningrad Region and Ivanovo Region).
Regional small grant competitions are designed to involve local experts,
specialists and even donors in an active manner. This strategy enables us
to provide finance not only to beneficiaries, but also support the infrastructure of the charitable sector and develop regional partner organisations,
providing them with greater stability, independence and development.

The new model for managing grant competitions had the following advantages:

»» Broader awareness of potential applicants;
»» Solving the most acute problems in local communities by involving local
partners and experts;

»» Increasing the number and variety of initiatives;
»» A more equitable distribution of resources by involving organisations from
small and remote communities;

»» Involvement of local partners and local resources, including finance, to
increase the sustainability of programmes;

»» Lowering costs and increasing efficiency in the administration of competitions.

8
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Non-competitive funding of projects
Within the “Society for the Older Generation” programme, the Foundation provides non-competitive funding for projects run by expert organisations improving the
quality of life of the elderly. Applications are subject to a three-stage process:

»» An applicant submits a letter to the Foundation with a short description of
the project concept and proposed budget;

»» If the ideas described in the concept letter are accepted, the applicant submits a full application to the Foundation;

»» The Foundation decides whether to grant or reject funding.
When deciding to award non-competitive grants, the Foundation may involve independent experts and, in certain instances, convene an expert panel to discuss an
application.

Interaction with stakeholders
The Foundation tries to maintain an open dialogue with stakeholders, which enables us to take their needs into account. Stakeholders are identified on the basis of
the significance of their influence on the Foundation’s work.

The Foundation has identified the following groups of stakeholders:

»» Beneficiaries and their communities;
»» The Foundation’s regional partner organisations;
»» Professional community and experts;
»» Regional and local authorities;
»» Mass media;
»» Founders;
»» Staff of the Foundation.

For example, on the basis of the ongoing sociological research the Foundation identifies the current needs of its stakeholders, analyzes their expectations and introduces
necessary changes to the implemented programs in order to improve the quality of
its work.
During the reporting period there was a meeting of grant recipients from the “Active Generation” competition, at which the opinions of the participants were expressed
and the project was discussed. At the beginning of 2013, the Foundation plans to hold
end-of-year meetings of grant recipients in each region where the “Society for the
Older Generation” programme is running
A group page was created on the social networking site, Facebook, for participants in the “Active Generation” competition. The page has news about the project,
announcements of events and relevant news items from the media.
During the reporting period, the Foundation’s regional agents distributed feedback questionnaires within the framework of the “Society for the Older Generation”
programme. This enabled us to identify the problems and needs of our stakeholders,
evaluate their level of satisfaction, obtain appraisals of our work and receive a list of
wishes and proposals on how to improve our collaboration.
In December 2012, Ladoga organised a New Year reception for experts involved
in its programmes. The participants will remember the event not only for the festive
toasts and congratulations, but also for the successful brainstorming session and PEST
analysis2 of the Foundation’s work. The results of the event are now being used in
developing the Foundation’s strategy.
In order to obtain productive feedback from the staff, the Foundation’s management distributed questionnaires in 2012, with the aims of gathering suggestions on
how to improve the Foundation’s work, as well as obtaining information about the
hardest aspects of work and ideas on how difficulties may be eliminated. The questionnaires resulted in a workshop and proposals were drafted regarding various internal rules and procedures.
The mass media are included among the stakeholders with whom the Foundation
maintains active contact. On the most significant occasions, we issue press releases,
invite journalists to events and staff members regularly give interviews.
The comments and suggestions enable the Foundation to manage its business effectively from a tactical and strategic point of view.

The Foundation has established a feedback system via meetings with beneficiaries,
sociological research and qualitative analysis conducted by partners in the regions.

A PEST analysis (sometimes called STEP) is a marketing tool designed to identify the
political, economic, social and technological aspects of the external environment affecting an organisation.
2
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Articles about the Foundation and its work published
in the mass media during 2012

Working with partner organisations

2012
193

“Older Generation”

47

“Sport”
“Culture and
Education”
About the
Foundation in
general

24
19

The Foundation is building sustainable and mutually beneficial relations
both with businesses and NGOs to help achieve its goals. Each of Ladoga’s
programmes has a database of partner organisations. When programmes
and projects are implemented, Ladoga involves organisations with the best
track record and experience in the corresponding field.
The staff tries to maintain the best possible ratio between administrative
expenses and programme expenses, using resources prudently. Whenever
goods and services are purchased, the market is first scrutinised and a minimum of three business proposals are required; and a contracting company is
chosen only after the proposals have been assessed. In order to reduce the
risk of working with unreliable organisations, Ladoga has a Policy on Legal
Checks for Prospective Contractors. According to this Policy, before any
contract is signed, contractors are subject to a legal check. Furthermore,
there is now a type of project application which requires that the contractor
indicates its own financial input or co-financing from third parties. This type
of application is an integral part of every contract.

Principles of our programmes
Social responsibility

»» Ladoga’s work is grounded in a serious and thorough study of social prob-

lems and Ladoga uses top experts and professionals to solve such problems.

Working with regional agents
Regional agents are chosen by the Foundation following an assessment of the following criteria: recommendations from other partners of the Foundation; coverage of beneficiaries; reputation in the region; and experience of working in the NGO sector.
Regional agents submit monthly activity reports to the Foundation, gather and present
statistics on the number of applications submitted and supported, and carry out PR activities to support their work. In addition, they participate in seminars, round tables and other
events supported by the Foundation. Other ways of working with regional agents involve
personal meetings at briefings, e-mail contact and video-conferencing. As a result of collaborating with regional agents programmes and projects are implemented with greater
efficiency and are more suitably adapted to the specific characteristics of an activity in a
particular region.

12
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Openness and willingness to collaborate

»» The Foundation is prepared to work in partnership with all constructive
social forces.

Result-orientated

»» The Foundation’s programmes are based on a strategic approach and focus
on long-term outcomes.

Belief in the potential of people and organisations.

»» The Foundation’s work is based on trust and commitment to build and

strengthen the capacity of individuals and organisations with which it collaborates.

13

Ladoga’s work is based on the principle of transparent and efficient management. The Foundation’s organisational structure enables it to make strategic and tactical decisions quickly, control
the implementation of these decisions and evaluate efficiency. Ladoga endeavours to use the
best Russian and international management practice.

2012
“Older Generation”

155

3

80

Overall number of grant recipients in 2012
“Culture and Education”

2011

5

“Older Generation”

159

“Sport”

22

2
“Culture and Education”
Total

4
155

87

Total

159

26
Individuals

Individuals

Organisations

Organisations

Within the programme “Society for the Older Generation” the Ladoga Foundation
supported the participation of 16 people in public events devoted to ageing; and
rendered assistance to 139 senior individuals in curing the cataract (the “Look and See”
sub-programme).
3
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Staff membership in various other organisations
Since December 2012, Maria Morozova has been a member of the Public Council
on the Protection of Orphans and Children without Parental Care, and Children with
Difficult Life Situations (under the Moscow Municipal Department for Social Protection of the Population). She is also a member of the Tender Committee for Selecting
Community-Focused NGOs for the Receipt of Subsidies from the Federal Budget.
Igor Baradachev is a member of the jury for the Tochka Otscheta All-Russian Competition for Annual Reports of NGOs and a member of the Board of the Russian
Donors’ Forum.

Monitoring, evaluation and transparency
All of Ladoga’s projects are evaluated in terms of compliance with the declared results and the impact on the fields being addressed.
In 2012, the Foundation started a process to develop a single set of organisational
rules, planning and reporting standards, and a points system for team and individual performance. Ladoga’s management is implementing a system of yearly and monthly planning, and employs principles of project management and performance management.
Various management policies were established during the reporting period, including a compensation and benefit policy, internal work regulations, a policy on job security, a policy on material liability and a policy on business missions. Ladoga is currently
preparing a policy governing interaction with regional agents.

Each project will be monitored whilst it is being implemented. This will enable
us to obtain information on the progress of regional grants in real time. The most
successful outcomes and models will be discussed on the Foundation’s website and
during various expert events.
In the past year, Ladoga has been actively developing an internal web portal,
which will contain information for the employees of all charities funded by the Timtchenko family. The portal already has a calendar planning system, a database of standard documents and an information database for storing documents, which can be
edited collectively and individually. In addition, there are plans to create a unique
knowledge database, where we will keep: publications of interest; research; facts and
figures concerning population ageing, an active lifestyle in old age, development of
NGOs, children’s ice hockey, issues of child abandonment, i.e. anything which could
be useful to the family’s charitable foundations.
Whilst developing the Foundation’s strategy for 2013, we decided to evaluate the
social impact of the “Look and See” programme, which was designed to help cataract
sufferers. The programme will be analysed both in terms of the effect the surgical operations have produced and in terms of its further development. In the near future,
we plan to increase the number of mobile services for diagnosing and preventing
cataracts in rural areas. The Foundation’s work will be analysed by external experts,
who specialise in evaluating the performance of NGO projects.

The Foundation has also decided to form a project monitoring system which
would allow us to track key performance indicators:

»» The level of activity of grantees;
»» The level of awareness of a project amongst the general public, officials
and the mass media, as well as Ladoga’s founders;

»» Co-financing of a programme by other donors;
»» The number of participants in a project;
»» The number of volunteers involved;
»» Examples of transferred experience.
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OLDER
GENERATION

«It is our duty to care for the older generation.
One of the ways in which we can judge a country’s level of development is the way in which its
elderly people live.
Unfortunately, there are not many organisations or programmes helping the elderly today
in Russia. The Ladoga Foundation believes it
has a duty to change the way society relates to
old age. We are trying to care not only for pensioners’ health, but also to help make their life
more interesting by supporting cultural events
and all kinds of training programmes. Our task
is to help Russian senior citizens feel as if they
are full members of society.».

Founder
of the Ladoga Foundation,
Elena Timtchenko.

Programme

The “Society for the Older
Generation”
The “Society for the Older Generation” programme aims to provide a comprehensive solution to the various problems of ageing in Russia.
We set long-term objectives to make systemic
improvements to the everyday activities of elderly people and to how the elderly fulfil their
potential.

Sub-programme

The “Older Generation and Society”
Sub-Programme objective: To change
public attitudes towards the older generation
through awareness-raising events and by forming
a professional expert community in gerontology.
Target groups: Society as a whole and the expert community from various sections of society
with an interest in working with the older generation. One of the Ladoga Foundation’s important
focus areas is working with experts and expert

organisations, including sociologists, gerontologists, social institutions and public authorities,
which take part in meetings and research to find
solutions to improve the quality of life of older
people.
In 2012, the Foundation initiated and gave
organisational support to a group of sociologists
from the Social Validation research centre to conduct a study in Ivanovo Region. The study represented the first stage in a complex multi-stage

Main programme tasks:

»» To influence public attitudes to the older
The main criterion for the success and development of any developed society is that its
citizens have a healthy and meaningful life at all
ages. A person should feel wanted and have a
worthwhile life at any age. This is why the Ladoga
Foundation views improving old people’s lives as
a strategic objective.
The Foundation’s work through the “Society for the Older Generation” programme helps
to unlock the older generation’s rich potential;
strengthen the ties between generations; and
create ways for society and the elderly to help
one another. Most importantly, the Foundation’s
programmes are helping change public attitudes
to old age.
As part of its work, the Foundation carries out
sociological research, finds and applies the best
practices in working with the elderly, and then
promotes such practices. At local community level, Ladoga relies on regional NGOs with the necessary experience and expertise.

generation through awareness-raising activities and training;

»» To develop the infrastructure of the NGO

and social sectors and to promote civil initiatives through financial support and expertise,
employing the best practices;

»» To stimulate social initiatives and create sus-

tainable mechanisms of interaction between
state and society at the regional level.

The “Society for the Older Generation” programme currently includes the following components:

»» The “Older Generation and Society” subprogramme;

»» “Expert grants” sub-programme;
»» The “Active Generation” grant competition;
»» The “Look and See” sub-programme.

Programme objectives: to promote an
active lifestyle and a healthy long life amongst
Russian citizens by influencing all aspects of elderly people’s lives; change public attitudes towards the older generation; create an adapted
environment for the elderly; and improve their
moral, physical and psychological welfare.
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research project to study qualitatively and quantitatively the social situation of people of retirement and pre-retirement age in Ivanovo Region.
During the reporting period, the Foundation also
held talks, prepared terms of reference and drafted a contract regarding the second stage of this
research. The second stage will be called “Biographies and Life-Paths of the Older Generation”
(Ivanovo Region case study) and will be based on
in-depth interviews with residents of the region.
It is expected that the results of the research
will help the Foundation find more effective solutions for the “Society for the Older Generation”
programme, as well as provide a basis upon which
public authorities and NGOs can develop their
own programmes to support older people.
The results from the first-stage quantitative research are already being used by the Foundation
and a team of researchers to raise public awareness and for discussion of older people’s problems
by professionals. In one particular example, one
of the project leaders, Anton Smolkin, presented
data on the labour activity of senior citizens at a
round table entitled “The elderly person at the
centre of attention: how do we make health and
social services more accessible?”, which was held
on 8 October 2012 with the Foundation’s support. The results of the research were also presented in Ivanovo Region in November at a round
table attended by heads of key departments in
the Regional Government, as well as representatives of social services and NGOs. Furthermore,
Ladoga presented the results of its programmes
at a session of the Government of Ivanovo Region
in November in the presence of Governor Mikhail
Men.
In 2012, under the “Older Generation and Society” sub-programme, the Foundation helped
with the organisation and implementation of various public events dedicated to the discussion of
issues related to programme activities, including
the following:
The XIII “Partnership of Charitable Foundations
of Local Communities” Conference in Ivanovo;
A Conference entitled “Active Longevity: New
Tendencies in Social Policy and Practice” in Ufa;
A round table entitled “The Elderly Person
at the Centre of Attention: How Can We Make
Medical and Social Services Closer and More Ac-
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cessible?” (as part of XVII International Practical
and Scientific Conference entitled “The Elderly
Patient: Quality of Life”) held in Moscow;
The “Dushevnyi Bazaar 2012” charity festival,
the main aim of which was to remind visitors how
much their grandmothers and grandfathers needed their support, how much could be learned
from them, and what role the older generation
had played in their lives.
During the reporting period, Ladoga representatives also took part in several conferences
on the topic of population ageing in Russia and
abroad.

Expert events
The Foundation is considering funding the formation of an expert community, united in its commitment to support and promote the theme of
the older generation as an important component
of its programme activities. When they meet, they
will exchange opinions and discuss current trends
in areas related to the theme of ageing, giving
the Foundation a scientific basis and ideas upon
which it can develop its own programmes.
On 25 April 2012, the Russian Public Chamber’s Commission for the Development of Charity
and Volunteer Work held a round table entitled
“Society for the Older Generation” with the
support of the Ladoga Foundation. The participants of the round table discussed how the life
of the elderly might be improved in Russia. The
founder of the Ladoga Foundation, Elena Timtchenko addressed the event, underlining the strategic role played by help to the elderly in the
Foundation’s work. Ladoga’s General Director,
Maria Morozova, told participants about the basic
aspects of what constitutes a content old age, as
well as the Foundation’s vision regarding activities
to improve the older generation’s quality of life.
Ladoga’s Programme Manager, Vadim Samorodov gave a detailed talk about the Foundation’s
programme strategy.
In 2012, following a proposal from the Russian
State Duma’s Committee on Social Policy and Veterans’ Affairs, the Foundation decided to provide
support to a nationwide competition of social
projects and the “In Support of the Elderly”
programme. To the entrants who come up with
the most interesting projects, the Foundation will
award prizes of vouchers to attend an international training course in improving social work. The
vouchers provide for study at the Moscow Institute for Raising the Qualifications of Social Sector
Workers and training placements in Austria.
In 2012, at the request of heads of the section dealing with issues of the elderly which is
subordinate to the Board of Trustees under the
Deputy Prime Minister for Social Policy at the Russian Government Council on Social Welfare under
Deputy Prime Minister Olga Golodets, the Ladoga Foundation wrote and presented a number

of expert papers on the topic of ageing and
working with the elderly.
In 2013, the Foundation will organise a national
conference on ageing, entitled “From an ageing
society to a society for all ages – the peculiarities
of Russia and the CIS”. The event will take place
in Moscow on 9-10 October. The conference is
designed to change public attitudes towards the
older generation and to serve as a first step towards changing values. Conference participants
will include professionals working with the elderly: representatives of federal and regional government; social enterprises; the public sector; NGOs;
and the academic community.
Total sum spent on the “Older Generation
and Society” sub-programme 6.277 million
roubles

The “Linking Generations” project4
The “Linking Generations” competition invited
children to submit various kinds of compositions
and artwork about their grandparents. Entries
were submitted online via social networks and
were judged by a broad Internet community under
the following categories: essays on “Grandmother’s and Grandfather’s Childhood”; “The Best
Poem about Grandparents”; photo-collages of “A
History of Life in Photographs”; essays on “History

of the War”; essays on “A History of My Grandparents’ Love”. The competition received more
than 300 essays, photographic works, drawings
and video collages about grandparents sent in by
schoolchildren from dozens of schools in Russia.
On 9 May 2012, with Ladoga’s support, an
award ceremony was held on Poklonnaya Gora
(Moscow) for winners of the competition.

«

Thanks to my grandmother, I developed a love for the World of Theatre. Thanks to
my grandmother, I learned that travelling did not only mean journeys to far-off lands. The
time came and grandmother invited me on a fascinating journey and introduced me to a
magic Museum World! I will forever be museum-mad!
And what is more, my grandmother still plays with dolls! She not only plays with them,
but also makes them and teaches others to do so. If you wish, she could teach you! The
Dolls’ World is yet another world my grandmother has opened up for me. How many more
worlds does she have up her sleeve? I am beginning to understand that my GRANDMOTHER is a UNIVERSE!!!

An excerpt from a humorous poem entitled, “My granny adores museums!”
My old granny is
Her mind was really set:
Museum-mad,
“If I cannot visit
But they won’t let her in
A museum with my pet
With her pet cat!!
Polina and I will
This is granny’s answer Learn to use the Internet!”

Polina Kiyamova,

»

a pupil of Class 4A, School No. 609, Moscow.
Winner of Best Poem About Grandparents
(“Linkage of Generations” competition).

4
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Sub-programme

Expert grants

The Foundation supported a total of three projects in 2012:

»» An Ivanovo Region social services project to develop schools in seven of the Region’s districts for

Funding objectives:

relatives caring for elderly patients;

»» to develop the infrastructure of the non-governmental and social sectors to promote a full, active
life amongst the elderly;

»» A project to introduce innovative methods of working with the elderly in the Lesnoi residential
home (Ivanovo);

»» to find innovative solutions and support best practice in social and medical services for the older
generation, with the aim of replicating them subsequently;

»» An inter-regional project to develop volunteer work amongst the elderly, entitled “Silver Volunteers” run by MRTs Serebryanyi vozrast.

»» to study the social, economic and psychological aspects affecting older people’s quality of life.

We considered projects implemented by applicants in the following territories of the Programme: Arkhangelsk Region, Ivanovo Region,
the Republic of Karelia, Leningrad Region, St.
Petersburg.
Grant applicants may be Russian or foreign organisations, including: NGOs; religious organisations; state and municipal bodies, which carry out
socially important expert work to improve older
people’s quality of life; commercial organisations
running social enterprises offering services to the
elderly, as well as providing research, information
and analysis.

Expert grant applications are considered on a
non-competitive basis. When deciding whether
to finance a project, the Foundation did not look
only at the value of the projects themselves, but
also at their potential to be replicated and the
role of the applicant organisations in improving
older people’s quality of life.
The Ladoga Foundation spent a total of 1.827
million roubles on expert grants in 2012

Areas of support:

»» Research projects regarding quality of life and the social and psychological well-being of the elderly
in Russia;

»» Projects on the development of innovative practices in medical rehabilitation, and social and psychological adaptation of older people;

»» Social enterprise projects relating to the elderly;
»» The work of specialist organisations dealing in services for senior citizens;
»» Replication of best practice (both Russian and foreign) when working with older people;
»» Training specialists of NGOs and social services, and exchange of professional experience;
»» Projects by regional expert organisations supporting local initiatives to promote an active life
amongst the elderly.
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Small grant competition

The “Silver Volunteers” project5
This project, run by MRTs Serebranyi vozrast
was designed to involve older people in public
life both locally and nationally through voluntary
work. The project developed and implemented a
model for a volunteer movement amongst senior
citizens. It published a teaching aid, entitled “Organising volunteer work for senior citizens”; and
held a concluding conference entitled “Silver Volunteers: New Opportunities on Retirement” with
the participation of people from business, NGOs,

public authorities, experts on volunteerism and
working with the elderly, and managers/coordinators working with the elderly in the EU.

The Active Generation
Objective — to support civil initiatives aimed
at improving elderly people’s quality of life.
Experienced and authoritative NGOs were invited to be our agents to run the regional grant
competitions: the “Garant” Centre of Social Technology in Arkhangelsk Region and the Republic
of Karelia; and the “Good City of St. Petersburg”
Charitable Foundation in Leningrad Region. Our
agent in Ivanovo was the Community Foundation
Partnership (Partnerstvo Fondov mestnykh soobshchestv) and organisational support was provided by a local co-ordinating expert with experience of working in the health sector, Valentina
Pakuleva.
The Foundation awarded competitive grants
of up to 100 thousand roubles to organisations
and up to 50 thousand roubles to action groups
to support various initiatives, including projects
in rural and remote areas. All funded projects focused on involving older people in a more active

life and integrating them into society.
As a result of these projects, representatives
of the “silver-haired generation” have formed
travellers’ clubs and photographic societies, social
enterprises are launching new services for the elderly, and mobile advisory services are available.
It is by no means unimportant that projects supported by the Foundation are strengthening the
link between different generations. For example,
we supported the “Office of Grandmotherly Services” project in Ivanovo, in which elderly women
offered their services as governesses and tutors
to schoolchildren; and the “Cradle” project, by
which experienced grandmothers provided support to young mothers in crisis situations.

Areas of support:

»» Raising awareness and legal literacy, providing legal aid and assistance to senior citizens;
»» Organising leisure activities for the elderly;
»» Organising physical education and mass sport, healthcare and preventative health for the elderly, as
well as promoting a healthy lifestyle;

»» Social and professional adaptation of the elderly, including educating and re-training senior citizens;
»» Developing entrepreneurial skills among the elderly;
»» Changing public attitudes to treat the elderly as a resource for social development;
»» Promoting interaction between generations, increasing the involvement of older people in the
professional, spiritual and physical education of children and youths;

»» Strengthening the institution of the family, maintaining a good family “micro-climate”, reviving and
maintaining family values and traditions, transferring experience from the oldest citizens to the
youngest

5

The project is supported within the “Older Generation” programme.
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«

We have tried to create equal opportunities for people to exercise their right to a
holiday and to be introduced to cultural values. Travelling around these native parts,
our people have learned a great deal about the history of their local territory; they
have obtained useful skills, for knowledge of local history provides an opportunity to
get to know one’s home locality better, and this contributes to the revival of spirituality and a sense of patriotism. We were very pleased with the end-result of the project.
Initially, there were ten people in the club; however, by the end of the year, we had 25
people at our New Year party. We and, more importantly, our people are happy with
all the changes they have experienced

»

Inna Chuvasheva,

head of “With Faith and Optimism In Life”,
a project for people with disabilities.

«

Participating in ‘Strolls ...’ brought together fellow countrymen (amongst
whom were former child prisoners of fascism and blockade victims), who wished
to participate in the ‘Literary St. Petersburg’ programme. We saw the joy felt by
people who attended lectures at the Pushkin House Museum on the Moika River.
There they read the poet’s verse and presented their own creative work about
him. Towards the end of the project we plan to organise the presentation of a
collected volume, entitled “My Pushkin”, the most interesting event of which will,
in my opinion, be a literary and musical performance (prepared by librarians and
senior citizens participating in the project).”

»

Natalia Kovalevskaya,

«

head of the “Strolls with Pushkin” project, Leningrad Region.

I took part in the ‘Active Generation’ project and learned many new different
things. My greatest achievement was to become a confident computer user and
feel confident in my abilities. Now I am working with schoolchildren in the lower
years of grammar school. With the assistance of staff from a children’s library,
I am organising lectures and quizzes about wildlife for the children. We make
bird-feeders, hang them in city parks and feed the birds in winter. I can feel what
people need, and that gives me great satisfaction. I would like to thank the project organisers

»

Galina Velichko,
Leningrad Region.

«

The world is ruled today by information. The computer courses organised
for pensioners have been of great use to me. Despite my 63 years, I am still actively learning about the world. All Internet sites are now at my disposal: I watch
films, read information and listen to music. All told, as I would like to live longer,
I often read pages on the prevention of illnesses, on psychology and a person’s
interrelations within the family. I find it interesting. And my relationships with
my grandchildren have improved greatly, since I have begun to understand them
better. The courses have really helped me. Of course, I would like the project to
continue. Everyone who has visited our school is now building big plans for the
future

»

Valentina Vakorina,
participant in the project entitled “60 Years Is No
Age”, Arkhangelsk

The “Office of Granny’s Services”6 project
in Ivanovo
As a result of Ladoga’s support, a unique
project entitled “Office of Granny’s Services” was
launched in the city of Ivanovo in 2012 based on
secondary school No. 26. The idea of the project
is that families can match their children with childminders, whilst the older men and women gain
“foster grandchildren”. The foster-grandparents
are happy to take the children to school, do homework and make things with them.
In this way, the elderly participants of the project not only receive material support, but also
self-fulfilment, giving the children attention and
spiritual warmth.

The “Office of Granny’s Services” project in
Ivanovo is an example of different generations
providing each other with mutual assistance: elderly women feel needed by taking care of schoolchildren who either have no relatives or grandparents, or the latter live too far away; working
parents need not worry about their children; and
the children receive the care and knowledge of
their new pensioner child-minders.

«

Participating in the ‘Active Generation’ project gave me the opportunity to expand
my circle of friends and meet new, interesting people. I have gained practical knowledge
in my favourite subjects: needlework and craft. This project has helped me discover new
talents. I have started composing poetry and writing scripts for our “Theatre”, which is
something we came up with ourselves. I now know for sure that life after 60 is wonderful
and amazing. Thank you for organising the project

»

Galina Tomashkova,
Leningrad Region

6
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The “A Step Forward”7 project in Ivanovo
In 2012, an innovative project entitled “A Step
Forward” was successfully tested in the city of Kineshma in Ivanovo Region. The project grew out
of the Ladoga Foundation’s “Active Generation”
programme and was implemented by the Kineshma Social Services Centre.
The project involved a new kind of comprehensive in-home rehabilitation programme for a
special category of old people. It was developed
for people with difficult life situations, the longterm ill, and people with mobility problems in
acute need of social assistance.
The value and novelty of this project lies in
the multiple approaches to solving a person’s individual problems via a system of rehabilitative
measures offered by a “mobile team of in-home
social services”, a “school for relatives looking after seriously ill people” and a hiring point from
which one can obtain rehabilitative equipment.
This project was implemented with the creation of a completely new service, the “Mobile
Team” to provide emergency social assistance,
consisting of 7 specialists – employees of the
Centre, nurses, a psychologist and a lawyer.
On its initial meeting with the patient, the
whole mobile group would pay a visit, in order to
make a diagnosis, complete a medical examination and determine the patient’s needs on the
spot. Then specialists would come, not only to deliver the equipment, but also to help the relevant

7

people learn how to use the hired equipment in a
usual home environment through demonstration,
explanation and instruction. There was an individual rehabilitation programme for each person
under care. The project lawyer would give advice
regarding social services and would provide help
and assistance obtaining benefits to which patients were entitled.
The project provided over 350 medical, legal
and other services, including 104 consultations
with a psychologist, and more than 50 pieces
of rehabilitation equipment issued or replaced.
The project involved more than 60 people, 19 of
whom were seriously ill and 10 of whom were in
a moderately grave condition.
Sisters of Mercy employed by the project underwent monthly training in a specialised nursing
home and helped relatives to adapt their disabled
dear-ones to the everyday procedures, teaching
them the rehabilitation measures – exercises,
walks along the corridor and the care procedure for seriously ill patients in home conditions.
There were more than 60 training sessions and
around 140 medical procedures.

The project is supported within the “Older Generation” programme.

Results of the “Active Generation”
grant competition:
Applications
received:

Sum requested,
in roubles:

Applications
supported:

Sum granted,
in roubles:

Total

145

11,825,642

67

4,728,440

Ivanovo

35

2,613,752

19

1,550,456

Karelia

27

2,356,400

11

860,222

Arkhangelsk

51

3,820,131

22

948,047

SaintPetersburg

32

3,035,359

15

1,369,715

Sub-programme

The “Look and See”
Sub-programme objective — to help cure
the one of the most widespread conditions associated with old age – cataracts.
Place of implementation – Ivanovo Region
Participants — people older than 60, resident
in Ivanovo Region (excluding the regional centre
– the city of Ivanovo)
Cataracts are one of the most common and
serious illnesses affecting the elderly, and can
cause progressive blindness, as a result of which
a person becomes dependent on others for help
and support.
Cataract is an ophthalmic disease, associated
with clouding of the eye’s lens and causing various states of impaired vision. The most common
symptom of cataract is short-sightedness; sharpness of vision constantly deteriorates and people
with cataracts often have to change their glasses.
Patients may complain of reduced sensitivity to
light, “loss of colour”, or, conversely, of intolerance to bright light. Sufferers often experience
double vision. The only way of getting rid of a
cataract is to replace the clouded lens with an artificial one via micro-surgery.

Cataract removal is a modern operation requiring high-tech equipment and quality materials. In Russia, such operations have long been
available to urban dwellers, where there are modern medical centres; however, many rural people
suffer from the complaint for years without the
possibility of travelling to the regional capital for
diagnosis and treatment.
The Foundation is attempting to improve older people’s quality of life by returning their sight
and, therefore, the possibility of a full, independent and dignified existence. Ladoga’s partner is
the Svetodar clinic in Ivanovo, which is licensed to
perform high-tech cataract operations and has all
the necessary equipment. Since April 2012, Ladoga has been working directly with the clinic.
For the convenience of patients, the number
of formalities which had to be completed for the
operation to take place was kept to a minimum.
A huge advantage of working with the clinic is
the mobility of its staff. Mobile teams travel to
remote districts of the region several times per
week, where they hold consultations and make diagnoses at local district hospitals or at rural medi-

cal and obstetric centres. This is where Svetodar’s
specialists complete all the paperwork required
to perform an operation.
It is important to note that the Foundation
pays to transport the patients to the place of
treatment and back. This enables visually impaired elderly people even from the remotest
corners of Ivanovo Region to receive qualified
medical assistance.
The patients’ improved eyesight is accompanied by a better quality of life. They notice a
better mood, better overall well-being and, what

is particularly important, they once again feel
themselves to be independent and fully valued
members of society. They experience a positive
change in attitude towards themselves and others. According to surveys of patients who have
undergone the operation, most of them were
prepared to engage actively in public life.
The total spent on the “Look and See” programme in 2012 amounted to 2.079 8 million roubles , covering 146 operations for 139 people.

«

I am very satisfied with the medical staff at the clinic: they always hear us, old ladies, out patiently and are all kind. And I am ready to bow to the surgeon who operated on
me – he did such fine work! They operated on my first eye and had already discharged me
the next day. They told me just to follow the necessary precautions, such as to avoid bending sharply. The nurses told me that, after the operation, I flew into the hospital ward like
a dragonfly, as if there had been no operation. And, indeed, as soon as the bandage was
removed, I realised that I could see well with the operated eye! And as soon as a week
later I was given an appointment for an operation on the second eye ...

»

Angelina Yakovleva,
programme participant

The total amount spent on “Look and See” programme is 2.184 million roubles and
includes direct expenditure of the Foundation that accounts for 2.079 million roubles
and expenditure by Ladoga’s partner, CAF Russia, in the amount of 105 thousand
roubles.
8
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CULTURE
AND EDUCATION

Russian culture is a very important national asset, an integral part of Russian life. The Foundation is committed to preserving and enriching this priceless legacy, in order to pass it on
in all of its splendour to future generations.
Aid through the “Culture and Education” programme is given to organisations which support Russia’s best cultural and educational
traditions.

Programme

The “Supporting Cultural
Initiatives”
Place of implementation — St. Petersburg
The Ladoga Foundation contributes to the development of art and culture in Russia by supporting classical music. As the latter has a beneficial
influence on the moral and spiritual development
of young people, the Foundation has developed
and is implementing a programme entitled “Support for Cultural Initiatives”, which is designed to
raise the popular profile of the best examples of
classical music, support professional performance
groups and individual performers, and stage highbrow cultural events capable of attracting the widest possible audience.
For a number of years, the founders of the
Ladoga Foundation, Elena and Gennady Timtchenko, have been supporting cultural and charitable projects carried out by Maestro Temirkhanov’s
International Foundation for Cultural Initiatives.
Temirkhanov holds the title of People’s Artist of the
USSR and is Chief Conductor with the Academic
Symphony Orchestra of the St. Petersburg Philharmonia.

In 2012, as in previous years, the Foundation
supported the annual “Arts Square” festival in St.
Petersburg, which hosted some of the best Russian
and foreign music groups. With the Foundation’s
help, the residents and guests of Russia’s capital of
the north were able to enjoy a concert by Germany’s Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin (“Berlin Academy for Ancient Music”), as well as a performance
of Carl Orff’s scenic cantata for soloists, choir and
orchestra, Carmina Burana.
We have little doubt that the staging of such a
significant music event featuring performers of the
highest calibre not only helps raise interest in classical music, but also enhances the prestige of St.
Petersburg and its Philharmonic. The festival’s success illustrates the younger generation’s annually
increasing interest in the festival programme.
The budget for “Supporting Cultural Initiatives”
sub-programme amounted to 2.4 million roubles in
2012.

The Arts Square Festival
The Arts Square Festival, run by Yuri Temirkhanov, is one of the most important music
events in St. Petersburg’s calendar. In 13 years of the Festival’s existence, it has revived
the famous winter seasons in St. Petersburg, which were renowned in Tsarist Russia for
their concerts, art exhibitions and glamorous balls.
Traditionally, in the days leading up to New Year, St. Peterburg’s notice-boards are covered each year with some of the greatest names in classical music. Stars of Russian
and world opera, leading symphony orchestras and famous conductors all visit the Arts
Square.
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Programme

The “Spiritual Revival”
Participating in the restoration of the SpasoPreobrazhensky Stavropegial Monastery in
Valaam (Valaam Monastery)

Place of implementation — Republic of Karelia
The Ladoga Foundation believes it has a duty
to help preserve Russia’s cultural heritage. This is
not the first year that it has financed restoration
work at the Valaam Monastery. The monastery is
located on Valaam Island on Lake Ladoga. For
many centuries, the monastery was the spiritual

centre of Orthodox Rus’. Its cultural and historical
significance to Russians cannot be overestimated.
The Foundation aims to preserve the unique
character of the architecture and the natural
beauty of Valaam, in order to hand the holy site
down to following generations as it was originally
built.
In 2012, the finance provided by the Ladoga
Foundation greatly aided progress in the restoration of the biggest skete on Valaam, the All-Saints
Skete, an inspired piece of work by the famous
Russian architect, Alexei Gornostaev. Ladoga’s
funds were also used to: restore external features
and structures of the Cathedral of the Transfiguration; landscape the Monastery’s central area; and
restore agricultural land on Valaam.

Valaam Monastery
Valaam Monastery is a working Russian Orthodox monastery. According to the “Legends
of Valaam Monastery”, it was founded in 1407. The largest rise in inhabitants took place
in the XIX Century; and at the start of the First World War, around 1000 people were living
on Valaam Island. Today, Valaam Monastery is the largest religious centre in Northwest
Russia, contributing to the spiritual and moral revival of Russia’s peoples through Russian Orthodoxy.

Sub-programme

The “Supporting Education and Science”
Place of implementation — Moscow

Saint Tikhon’s Orthodox University of
Humanities
PSTGU believes its mission is to revive the traditions of spiritual education and vocational training in Russia.
One of the requisite conditions for young specialists to study successfully is that the university’s
students and teachers have access to the relevant
information. Experience from Russian and foreign
institutions of higher education shows that students turn mostly to their university libraries and
the Internet for information. First and foremost,
they need textbooks and specialised literature,
reference materials, resource materials and academic papers. At the same time, they should have
the opportunity to use the latest search technolo-

gies and information processing technologies.
In 2012 Ladoga gave assistance to Saint Tikhon’s Orthodox University and Saint Tikhon’s Orthodox Institute to redevelop and refurbish the
Institute’s library, as well as to create a virtual library. With the Foundation’s assistance, the new
library building will not only hold various publications, but will also have an electronic store of academic literature and educational aids. Furthermore, we will help build a conference hall which is
needed for high-quality teaching and productive
scholarly endeavour. The new space will be used
for seminars, conferences, round tables and other
events.
The budget of “Supporting education and
science” amounted to 20.610 million roubles in
2012.

The Film “University”
by Aleksandr Arkhangelsky
In autumn 2012, Ladoga financed a film
entitled “University”, to mark the twentieth
anniversary of Saint Tikhon’s University. The
author of the film, writer and television pre-

senter Aleksandr Arkhangelsky, described the
historical background and history of this unique
institution. Materials from the University’s own
film and photographic archive were used in the
making of the film.

«

As our nation has renewed its acquaintance with its cultural and spiritual roots, the
teaching of theology and divinity gives the nation the chance to return to these values
and understand the meaning of life better. To make a theological education accessible
to people other than future clergymen is to point all people searching for meaning in life
towards a revival of a Russian life-style which is moral, pure, honest, sober, hardworking and produces more children. By helping to create a university library and supporting
cultural projects, the Ladoga Foundation is making its contribution to the development of
national culture and to the preservation of great religious and intellectual treasures accumulated over many centuries by our talented people for new generations

Archpriest Vladimir Vorobyev,

»

Rector of Saint Tikhon’s Orthodox
University of Humanities

The Granov Foundation
In 2012, the Ladoga Foundation continued to
support the Anatoly Granov Foundation for Supporting Science in the Area of Modern Medical
Technology.
The Foundation’s funding was spent on: bursaries for postgraduate students and house officers; grants for staff of the Russian Scientific
Centre for Radiology and Surgical Technology
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(St. Petersburg) to take part in academic conferences; and on the publication of edited volumes
and scientific articles on issues in nuclear medicine.
Ladoga spent a total of 100.132 million
roubles on the area of “Culture and Education” in 2012.
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SPORT

“In Russia, the development of physical culture and sport has become a national priority in
recent years. To do this, we need to reintroduce
sport for all.
The support that we give to sport and to projects promoting a sporty lifestyle, especially
among children, is our contribution to the
health of the nation; after all, doing sports
means being healthy.”
Founder
of the Ladoga Charitable
Foundation, Gennady Timtchenko

Programme

The “Dobryi Led” programme
for the development 9
of children’s ice skating
Programme objectives — to create favourable conditions for the development of children’s
ice hockey in Russia; to raise the interest of children
and teenagers in ice skating; to improve the professional qualifications of coaches and specialists
in ice skating; to increase the number of coaches
and children’s ice hockey teams. The programme
also focuses on developing the physical abilities of
young hockey players, developing their physical activity and promoting a healthy lifestyle.
Place of implementation — Saint Petersburg
and Leningrad Region.
Programme partners — Leningrad Region Ice
Hockey Federation, SKA Ice Hockey Club, the Zolotaya Shaiba All-Russian Club of Young Ice Hockey
Players, the P. F. Lesgaft National State University
and NOU “Akademiya Khokkeya”.
The programme is aimed at supporting chil-

Sub-programme

Support for sports tournaments and events

dren’s amateur sports, namely outdoor and school
ice hockey. It will enable the young participants to
become more motivated, confident and healthy.
Furthermore, the programme will strengthen family
values, insofar as this particular sport is an excellent
pastime for the whole family.
In addition to holding tournaments, the Ladoga
Foundation, in conjunction with the Lesgaft Institute, plans to launch programmes with training
grants to train ice hockey coaches. The Foundation
intends to create and teach professional coaches in
Leningrad Region and St. Petersburg, who will subsequently be able to support the infrastructure of
outdoor children’s hockey. As part of ice hockey’s
extracurricular support, we should also note the
help of the A. V. Tarasov Zolotaya Shaiba Young Ice
Hockey Players’ Club.

«

I am delighted to address readers of the Ladoga Foundation’s Annual Report. As a
result of starting our collaboration with the Foundation in 2012, we have seen an increase
in the number of young ice hockey players and competitions. Our tournament on the
eve of the fiftieth anniversary of the A. V. Tarasov Zolotaya Shaiba Club is experiencing
a second youth and the Zolotaya Shaiba (“Golden Puck”) finals held in various Russian
cities attracted considerable interest from the business community, as well as grabbing
the attention of the mass media. Together with the Foundation, we are looking forward to
seeing new members and new children’s groups: we are waiting for children, for whom
ice hockey is happiness and joy!

»

Igor Romishevsky

President of the A. V. Tarasov Zolotaya Shaiba Club
and two-time Olympic champion
9

The Zolotaya Shaiba Club International Tournament
From 1 to 7 December 2012, the International Tournament in Memory of the Founder
and First President of the Zolotaya Shaiba Club,
A. V. Tarasov, was held with Ladoga’s support
in the town of Dmitrov (Moscow Region) with
the participation of children’s ice hockey teams
from the Republic of Latvia, the Republic of
Belarus, Kazakhstan, Ukraine and the Russian
Federation. Eight teams of young ice hockey
players born between 1999 and 2000 battled to

win the tournament. Russia was represented by
teams which occupied the first three places in
the finals of the All-Russian Zolotaya Shaiba Club
in 2012 and a team from the town of Dmitrov.
Funding of the Zolotaya Shaiba sub-programme
amounted to 825 thousand roubles in 2012
The Foundation allocated a total of 23.705
million roubles to the focus area of “Sport” in
2012.

This programme was launched in the fourth quarter of 2012.
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Supporting the World Chess Championship title match
In 2012, on the initiative of its founder, Gennady Timtchenko, the Ladoga Foundation became one of the sponsors of the World Chess
Championship title match between world champion Viswanathan Anand (India) and challenger Boris Gelfand (Israel). The match took place from 10
to 31 May 2012 in the Engineering Building of the
State Tretyakov Gallery in Moscow. The match organisers were the World Chess Federation (FIDE)
and the Russian Chess Federation.

On 14 May, the world title match also included
a special programme for young players, developed by the Russian Chess Federation and the
Tretyakov Gallery. The event was held with the
support of the Ladoga Foundation.
More than 200 talented children from the Far
East of Russia and the Siberian Federal District
came to the capital for the days of this event. In
addition to watching the match, the young players: had lectures from renowned grandmasters

and the best Russian coaches; participated in
master classes; and also tried their hand at several simultaneous games with 12th World Champion Anatoly Karpov, 13th World Champion Garry
Kasparov, and holder of the World Cup Petr Svidler. In addition, the children were given an interesting cultural programme of lectures by art
historians and tours of the art gallery.
On 21 May, the Russian Chess Federation,
together with the Ladoga Foundation and “The
Age of Happiness” project, held a round table on
“The Intellectual Capabilities of the Elderly Person”, which discussed the peculiarities of human
cognitive development in old age, and the effect
that intellectual activities and games such as chess
have on this development. At this event, Irina Preobrazhnskaya, Doctor of Medical Science and a
leading researcher at the Department of Clinical
Neurology and Neurosurgery of Moscow’s First
Medical University named after I. M. Sechenov,
presented a paper on “Healthy Ageing and Intellect: the Situation Today and Prospects”.
One of the participants in the round table was
founder of the Ladoga Foundation, Elena Timtchenko. The event was chaired by head of the
Ladoga Foundation, Maria Morozova. The round
table was organised in the margins of the World
Chess Championship title match and was part of

the “Spassky Cup” All-Russian Veterans’ Tournament programme.
During the championship, Ladoga also supported the Boris Spassky Veterans’ Match and
Tournament, involving Merited Masters of Chess
of previous years.

One of the important consequences of playing sport is that the sportsman develops selfdiscipline and a habit of working hard and overcoming adversity. For those who partake in
team sports, it is the skill of working in a team, achieving shared goals and understanding
the need for team spirit and support.
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Management
of the Foundation
Highest body
The Foundation’s highest body is its Supervisory Board. Its main function is to
ensure that the Foundation complies with the aims of its charter.

Supervisory Board:

»» Xenia Frank (Timtchenko) — Chair
»» Tatyana Dergacheva
»» Nina Panchenko

conditions for them to fulfil their creative potential, and provides them with a decent
salary and package of benefits. In return, the members of staff are expected to share
the Foundation’s values and goals, work as a team, display mutual respect and support,
and show responsibility and self-discipline.
The Foundation’s staff currently consists of highly-qualified specialists with higher education and many years’ experience in the charity sector.
One of the main priorities of our staff policy is the training and development of our
employees. In 2012, we tested a method of evaluating employees’ work using performance indicators and this system will be fully in place from 2013. We also plan to train
our staff in 2013 in accordance with each employee’s individual development plan.

Payroll in 2011 and 2012

2011
Salaries (including benefit payments and one-off bonuses),
in thousands of roubles per person

The Foundation’s employees hold regular meetings with the Supervisory Board
and report to it on a monthly basis.
The Foundation’s Board of Trustees is a collegial organ which oversees: the Foundation’s work; decisions made by the Foundation’s other bodies and the implementation of those decisions; use of the Foundation’s financial resources; and compliance
with Russian legislation.

Average monthly salary, in thousands of roubles per person

RUB
4,033 thous.

RUB
106 thous.

2012

Board of Trustees:

Salaries (including benefit payments and one-off bonuses),
in thousands of roubles per person

»» Elena Timtchenko10
»» Gennady Timtchenko — Chair
»» Khristofor Ivanyan

Average monthly salary, in thousands of roubles per person

RUB
7,323 thous.

RUB
102 thous.

Executive management
Day-to-day management is handled by a sole executive body - the Foundation’s
general director, who reports to the Supervisory Board. Maria Morozova has been the
general director since 2010.

The Foundation’s employees and staff policy
The success of the organisation depends to a great extent on the professionalism of its
staff. The Foundation gives its employees the space to work independently, fosters the

Elena Timtchenko was elected Chairman of the Ladoga Foundation’s Board of Trustees in December 2012.
10
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Organisational structure
The Foundation’s general director is Maria Morozova. During 2012, the following members of staff worked alongside her: Igor Baradachev, programme manager11
(“Sport” and “Culture and Education”); Vadim Samorodov, programme manager (“Older
Generation”); Elena Lalina, chief accountant; Olga Kursova, personal assistant; and Yana
Mishurina, secretary.

Igor Baradachev has been Deputy General Director of the Ladoga Foundation since
January 2013.
11
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Main financial results

The foundation’s budget, millions of roubles

2011

Direct economic value created

2011

2012

Programme expenses
Revenues 12
Economic value distributed

111,027,090

280,533,114

81,400,950

151,152,724

Operational costs

3,225,820

3,652,147

Staff salaries and benefits

4,216,594

7,032,363

—

—

Payments to providers of
capital

517,237

850,486

Investment in the community

73,441,299

139,617,728

Economic value retained

29,626,140

129,380,390

Payments to government

Administrative expenses

73.4 MRUB
8 MRUB

2012
Programme expenses
Administrative expenses

139.6 MRUB
11.5 MRUB

The Foundation’s total expenditure in 2012 amounted to more than 151 million roubles, which was almost twice the previous year’s expenditure. At
the same time, the share of administrative costs decreased to only 7.6% of
overall expenditure (as opposed to 9.8% in 2011).

Timtchenko family contributions constitute the Ladoga Foundation’s main source of funding.
12
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Programme expenses in 2012 amounted to around 139.6 million roubles

Programme expenses in 2012 amounted to around 139.6 million roubles

“Society for the Older Generation”, including:

“Culture and Education”, including:

2011

2011

Older Generation and Society
Look and See

8.7MRUB

Rebirth of Spirituality
Supporting Cultural
Initiatives

2.8 MRUB

55.9MRUB

2.6MRUB

Supporting Education and Science

3.4 MRUB

2012
Older Generation and Society
13

Look and See

2.1

Expert
grants

1.8

Active Generation

6.3 MRUB

2012
Rebirth of Spirituality

M
RUB

Supporting Cultural
Initiatives

M
RUB

5.6 MRUB

77.1MRUB

2.4MRUB
Supporting Education and
Science

20.6MRUB

Includes the Ladoga Foundation’s direct expenses only and does
not include any finance through CAF Russia.
13
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PROCEDURE FOR PREPARING
THE 2012 REPORT

Programme expenses in 2012 amounted to around 139.6 million roubles

“Sport”, including:

Standards and principles of social reporting

2012
Supporting Sports Tournaments and Events

The Ladoga Foundation’s Sustainability report for 2012 complies with the requirements of the GRI reporting system and sector supplement for NGOs at application
level C+. The content of the report reflects the Foundation’s rate of development.

23.7MRUB

In 2012 the Foundation decided to undertake an independent assurance of the
Sustainability Report. Taking into account the fact that such external assurance of the
Report has been made for the first time, it was decided to verify externally a limited
subset of indicators provided in the Report. Within the scope of assurance procedures the following indicators related to the Foundation performance within the field
of sustainable development were chosen. The Foundation refers to these indicators
as material. Material indicators and preparation methodology are described below:

Total programme expenditure

2011

2012
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73.4 MRUB

Programme expenses

The amount of programme expenses during the year
ending 31.12.2012

Number of charity and grant recipients

The number of legal entities (including action groups)
and individuals that received charity support during 2012
directly or through regional partner organizations

Number of projects financed

The number of projects that were funded by the Foundation
in 2012 directly or through regional partner organizations in
accordance with the goals of the Foundation’s charter activities during 2012

Number of supported events with
stakeholders

The number of events with stakeholders supported by the
Foundation during 2012

Average salary per employee

The average monthly salary of employees for the year ending 31.12.2012

139.6 MRUB
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Annexe 1. Use of GRI standard reporting elements and performance indicators in the Report.
Application Level C+
Scope and boundary of the Report
GRI reporting elements
and indicators

Wording of the indicator

Page in the
Report

Available information

1.1

Statement from the most senior decision-maker
about the relevance of sustainability to the
organisation and its strategy.

2, 4

Statements from the founder and the Managing Director of the Ladoga Foundation.

Report preparation process

2.1

Name of the organisation

6

Ladoga Charitable Foundation

Preparation of the report included interviews with the Foundation’s staff, partner and
beneficiary surveys, data collection, analysis, processing information from internal and external sources, a number of organisational and authorisation procedures, as well as confirmation by an independent auditor of the Foundation’s financial performance.
On 17 June 2013, there was a public hearing involving stakeholders of the Ladoga
Foundation to discuss the draft text of the Sustainability Report regarding the Foundation’s
sustainable development in 2012. The conclusions from the discussion were incorporated
into the final text of the Report or noted by the Foundation as an undertaking for the
future. A decision on the boundaries of the reporting and the amount of information was
made on the basis of available data and the extent of their compliance with GRI requirements.

2.3

Operational structure of the organisation, including national offices, sections, branches, field
offices, main divisions, operating companies,
subsidiaries, and joint ventures.

6

Section “About the Foundation”

2.4

Location of organisation’s headquarters

Section “About the Foundation”

2.5

Number of countries where the organisation operates, and names of countries with either major
operations or that are specifically relevant to the
sustainability issues covered in the report.

Section “About the Foundation”

2.6

Nature of ownership and legal form.

6

Non-profit organisation (Foundation)

2.7

Target audience and affected stakeholders.

10

Section “About the Foundation”, sub-section “Interaction with stakeholders”

Process for defining Report content

2.8

Scale of the reporting organisation.

6, 50

Section “About the Foundation”, section “Management
of the Foundation”

In defining the Report’s constituent themes, the following mechanisms were used:
interviews with the Foundation’s staff; interaction with stakeholders; surveys of the
Foundation’s partners and beneficiaries; a public hearing to discuss the draft version
of the Foundation’s Report for 2012; and an analysis of the coverage.

2.9

Significant changes during the reporting period
regarding size, structure, or ownership.

There were no significant changes regarding size,
structure or ownership during the reporting period.

3.1

Reporting period for information provided.

2012

3.2

Date of most recent previous report.

57

Section “Procedure for preparing the 2012 Report”

3.3

Reporting cycle.

57

Section “Procedure for preparing the 2012 Report”

3.4

Contact point for questions regarding the report
or its contents.

74

“Contact Details” page

3.5

Process for defining report content.

57

Section “Procedure for preparing the 2012 Report”

3.6

Boundary of the report.

57

Section “Procedure for preparing the 2012 Report”

3.7

Limitations on the scope or boundary of the
report.

57

Section “Procedure for preparing the 2012 Report”

3.10

Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of
information provided in earlier reports, and the
reasons for such re-statement.

There were no re-statements.

3.11

Significant changes from previous reporting
periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement
methods applied in the report.

There were no significant changes.

3.12

Table identifying the location of the Standard
Disclosures in the report.

Temporary boundaries: the Report describes the Foundation’s activities for 2012.
Organising coverage: the Ladoga Charitable Foundation has no subsidiaries and
affiliated companies, which means that the information fully reflects the nature and
scale of the organisation’s activity.

Distribution of the Sustainability Report
The Foundation’s last Report for 2011 was published in 2012.
The Report for 2012 will be sent to all of the key stakeholders. Stakeholders will
have an opportunity to ask questions and express their wishes to be taken into account in the preparation of future reports.

The next report
The Foundation plans to publish the next report in 2014. The report will contain
consolidated information on the activities in 2013 of the Russian charitable organisations founded and supported by the Timtchenko family.
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Annex 1. Use of GRI standard reporting elements and
performance indicators in the Report.
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4.1

Governance structure of the organisation, including committees under the highest governance
body responsible for specific tasks.

4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer.

4.3

Number of independent
members of the highest governance body .

50

Section “Management of the Foundation”

4.4

Mechanisms for internal stakeholders to provide
recommendations or direction to the highest
governance body.

50

Section “Management of the Foundation”

4.13

Memberships in associations, coalitions and alliance memberships, and/or national/international
advocacy organisations.

6, 72

Section “About the Foundation”, Annex 7. Russian
Donors Forum Ethical Code

4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the
organisation.

10

4.15

Basis for identification and selection ofstakeholders with whom to engage.

4.16

EC1

LA1

LA2

50

Section “Management of the Foundation”

EN29

Significant environmental impactoftransporting
products and other goods and materials used for
the organisation’s operations, and transporting
members of theworkforce.

SO1

6, 16

Section “About the Foundation”, sub-section “Monitoring, assessment and transparency”.

Section “About the Foundation” and sub-section
“Interaction with stakeholders”

Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any
programmes and practices that assess and
manage the impact of operations on
communities, including entering, operating,
and exiting.

SO2

6, 13

10

Section “About the Foundation” and sub-section
“Interaction with stakeholders”

Percentage and total number of programmes
analysed for risks related to corruption

Section “About the Foundation”, sub-section “Working
with partner organizations”

NGO1

6, 10

Approaches to stakeholder engagement,
including frequency of engagement by type and
bystakeholdergroup.

10

Section “About the Foundation” and sub-section
“Interaction with stakeholders”

Processes forinvolvement of affected stakeholder
groups in the design, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation of policies and
programmes.

Section “About the Foundation”, sub-section “Interaction with stakeholders”

Direct economic value generated and
distributed, including revenues, operating
costs, employee compensation, donations
and other community investments, retained
earnings, and payments to capital providers
and governments.

52

Section “Management of the Foundation”

NGO2

Mechanisms for feedback and complaints in relation to programmes and policies and fordetermining actions to take in response to breaches
of policies.

6, 10

Section “Aboutthe Foundation”, sub-section “Interaction with stakeholders”,telephone calls, e-mail,
surveys,staffmeetings, jointevents.

NGO3

System for programme monitoring, evaluation
and learning, (including measuring
programme effectiveness and impact), resulting
changes to programmes, and how they are
communicated.

6, 8

Section “Aboutthe Foundation”, sub-section“How the
Foundation operates”.

NGO6

Processes to take into account and coordinate
with the activities of other actors.

6, 12

Section “About the Foundation”, sub-section “How the
Foundation operates”.

NGO7

Resource allocation.

6, 50

Section “About the Foundation”, Section “Management
of the Foundation”

NGO8

Sources of funding by category and five largest
donors and monetary value of theircontribution.

NGO9

Mechanisms for workforce feedback and complaints, and their resolution.

No

Total workforce, including volunteers, by employment type,
employment contract, and region.

The total amount of employees as per 31.12.12 is six
people.
All employees are working under an employment
contract in Russia and are members of staff.
There were no non-staff or part-time employees in
2012.

Total number and rate of
employee turnover by age group, gender,
and region.

3 people (3 women aged 21-30 years) resigned in
2012, which amounted to 50%.

LA12

Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career developmentreviews.

6, 50

Section “About the Foundation”, sub-section “The
Foundation’s employees and staff policy”. The figure
will be more fully disclosed in the report for 2013.

LA13

Composition of governance bodies and
breakdown of employees per employeecategory
according to gender, age group,minority group
membership, and other
indicators of diversity.

6, 50

The staff breakdown on 31 December of the reporting
period (2012) was as follows: four women (66.7%)
and two men (33.3%). Of these one person (17%)
was aged between 31 and 40, and five people (83%)
were aged between 41 and 50. In 2011, the Foundation employed four people (three women and one
man), three of whom worked part-time. There were
no non-staff or part-time employees in 2012.
The gender composition of the Foundation’s management bodies: the Supervisory Board includes three
women, one in the age of 20-30 (33%), two in the
age of 41-50 (77%)
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One type of environmental impact is caused by car
emissions, including those resulting from the Foundation’s business missions. As the Foundation does not
provide company cars for its employees, taxis are
used on missions.
The Foundation is endeavouring to reduce the level of
car use and flights by its employees. We are achieving this by conducting a large number of discussions
with regional partners and stakeholders via conference
calls, telephone conversations and letters.
As the Foundation has no company cars, there is no
system for assessing the impact on the environment
of business trips.

Timtchenko family – 185 million roubles; Transoil – 60
million roubles; MOST – 5 million roubles.
6, 8, 10, 12

Section “About the Foundation”, sub-section “How the
Foundation operates”, sub-section “Interaction with
stakeholders”
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Annexe 2.The Ladoga Foundation’s Financial Data for 2012, in roubles

Annexe 3. Auditor’s Report

No.

Item

Amount

1.

Income, including:

280,533,114

1.1.

Income from categorical donations

245,000,000

1.2.

Other income

35,533,114

2.

Programme expenses and other expenditure related to the development and promotion of statutory activities:

139,617,728

2.1.

“Society for the Older Generation” programme, including:

15,781,564

2.1.1.

“The Older Generationand Society” sub-programme, including:

6,276,844

2.1.2.

“Expert Grants” sub-programme

1,826,816

2.1.3.

“Active Generation” sub-programme (including administrative costs in the regions)

5,598,904

2.1.4

“Look and See” sub-programme

2,079,000

2.2.

Programme to support activities in science, education, culture and spiritual revival

100,131,530

2.2.1.

“Spiritual Revival” focusarea, including:

77,122,000

2.2.2.

“Supporting Cultural Initiatives” focus area, including:

2,400,000

2.2.3.

“Supporting Educationand Science” focus area, including:

20,609,530

3.3.

“Sport” focus area

23,704,634

4.

Administrative expenses

11,535,996

4.1.

Salaries of employees

7,020,483

4.2.

Taxes, fees and contributions

850,486

4.3.

Rent

681,967

4.4.

Equipment

248,569

4.5.

Software

99,520

4.6.

Third party services

2,151,011

4.7.

Events

10,458

4.8.

Other expenses

472,504

5.

Total expenses

151,152,724
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Annexe 4. The Ladoga Foundation’s grant recipients from the “Active Generation” grant competition for 2012
List of grantees in Ivanovo Region
№

Name of Organisation

Project Name

Place

1

The Dobraya Nadezhda (Good Hope) Foundation

“The Birch Grove is the White Lace of
Our Memory”

Petrovsky post office, Gavrilov Posad district

2

Vichuga District Municipal House of Culture

“Golden Age”

Town of Vichuga

3

Regional Department of the Russian Union of Pensioners
in Ivanovo Region

“The Science of Not Ageing”

City of Ivanovo

4

Ivanovo regional organisation of the All-Russian Association of the Blind, Awarded the Order of the Red Banner

“Years Do Not Bother Us”

City of Ivanovo

5

Ivanovo Region Comprehensive Social Services Centre in
Novo-Talitsy

“Harmony of the Soul”

Village of Novo-Talitsy

6

Ivanovo Region Social Services Centre in Kolobovo

“The Path of Health and Longevity”

Kolobovo urban-type settlement, Shuya District

7

Ivanovo Region Social Services Centre in Rodniki

“For Honour and Dignity” Legal Clinic

Town of Rodniki

8

Ivanovo Region Social Services Centre in Ivanovo

“Expert” Student Legal Clinic

City of Ivanovo

9

Ivanovo Region Social Services Centre in Zavolzhsk

“Movement is the Elixir of Long Life”

Town of Zavolzhsk

10

Ivanovo Region Social Services Centre in Privolzhsk

“A Healthy Life style for the OlderPerson”

Town of Privolzhsk

11

Ivanovo Region Social Services Centre Kineshma

A Step Forward

Town of Kineshma

12

Ivanovo Region Social Services Centre in Kokhma

“Around the World in 80 Days”

Town of Kokhma

13

Ivanovo Region Social Services Centre Shuya

Creating the “Interactive Plus” Internet Club

Town of Shuya

14

The Nadezhda (Hope) Public Organisation of Ivanovo
Region for Musculoskeletal Patients

We Support a Healthy Lifestyle

City of Ivanovo

15

The Vichuga Urban District Municipal Interschool Training
Centre

“Second Wind”

Town of Vichuga

16

Yuzha Regional Organisation of Veterans of the AllRussian Public Organisation of (Retired) Veterans of
War,Labour, the Armed Forces and Law Enforcement
Agencies.

“And Life Continues…”

Town of Yuzha

17

Municipal Secondary School No. 26 Specialising in Natural
Sciences

“Office of Granny’s Services”

City of Ivanovo

18

IMCA-Ivanovo Ivanovo Regional Public Organisation for
Aiding the Development of Young People and the Family

“Volunteering: Without Age Limits”

City of Ivanovo

19

Kolybel’ (Cradle) Public Committee for the Protection of
Children, Families and Morality

A Step Forward

City of Ivanovo
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List of grantees in St. Petersburg and Leningrad Region

№

Name of Organisation

Project Name

Place

№

Name of Organisation

Project Name

Place

1

Zhivaya Derevnya (Living Village) Karelian Regional Public
Organisation (* participant of the Next Step programme
in 2011)

“Facing Time”

Village of Kotkozero, Olonetsk District

1

Rimma Mednikova

“Travellers’ Club”

Town of Podporozh’e, Leningrad Region

2

Gatchinsky Municipal District Social Services Centre

“Activity and Longevity”

2

Zdorov’ye (Health) Foundation for Supporting Health care
in the Republic of Karelia

“School of Long Active Life”

City of Petrozavodsk

Kobrinskoye Settlement,
Gatchinsky District, Leningrad Region

3

Kondopoga Action Group

“Let us Live to One Hundred Without
Ageing”

Town of Kondopoga

3

The Non-Kabuki Theatre, an Independent, Non-Profit
Organisation Providing Cultural and Educational Services

City of St. Petersburg

4

The Zabota (Concern) Municipal Comprehensive Social
Services Centre in Kondopoga

The “SIVERINA” Club for Senior
Citizens and the Disabled

Settlement of Girvas

“The Non-Kabuki Theatre Opens
it Doors to People of the Active
Generation”

4

Azariya Regional Charity Organization

“River of Life”

City of St. Petersburg

5

Pitkyaranta Municipal District Centre for Culture, Sport
and Tourism

“Steps of Health”

Town of Pitkyaranta

5

Bol’shaya Medveditsa (Great Bear) Regional Charitable
Movement

“Theatrical Petersburg: Link of Timesand Generations”

City of St. Petersburg

6

Vidlitsa Residential Home for the Elderly and the Disabled

Exercise Yardwith Outdoor Fitness
Equipmentatthe Vidlitsa Residential
Home for the Elderly and Disabled

Village of Vidlitsa, OlonetskDistrict.

6

The Radomir Centre for the All-Round Development of
the Family and Individual in St. Petersburg

City of St. Petersburg

7

Aurinko Kalevala Municipal District Social Services Centre

“Keeping Up with the Times”

Settlement of Kalevala

“Provision of Advice (Legaland
Psychological) to Elderly People Living
Alone in St. Petersburg, Who Have
Fallen into Hardship.”

8

The Preodolenie (Overcoming) Petrozavodsk City District
Municipal Social Services Centre for Social Adaptation of
the Homeless.

“Enjoying Old Age”

City of Petrozavodsk

7

Tosno Municipal Inter-Settlement Centralised Library System” (* participant in the “Next Step” programme 2011)

“Strolls with Pushkin…”

Settlement of Tosno,
Leningrad Region

8

Mir detstva (World of Childhood) Private School

Muyezersky District Municipal Comprehensive Social
Services Centre

“Second Wind”

Settlement of Muyezersky

“Social Sitting-Room: Sport, Health
and Psycho-Social Events for the
Elderly.”

City of St. Petersburg

9
10

Action Group of the Micro-District of Issaakala in Kalevala

Patriots of Kalevala: Linking Generations

Settlement of Kalevala

9

Roditel’sky most (Parent’s Bridge) Charitable Foundation
in St. Petersburg

“Book of Joy”

City of St. Petersburg

11

Karelian Charitable Centre for the Development of Youth
and Public Initiatives

“Fulfilling the Dream. Self-Actualisation”, a Programme for Cultural
Interaction Between Older and Young
Generations

City of Petrozavodsk

10

Yanega Municipal Centre of Leisure and Culture

“The Inspiration of a Dream” – Acquiring Equipment for Various Forms
of Leisure for the Elderly

Yanega settlement,
Lodeinoye Pole District,
Leningrad Region

11

Dialog pokolenii (Dialogue Between Generations)Public
Organisation in Vsevolzhsk Municipal District

Discovering New Names

City of Vsevolozhsk, Leningrad Region

12

“Centre for Women’s Initiatives” Social Organization for
regional programs

“Moscow Wasn’t Built in a Day (Dialogue Between Generations)”

Settlement of Tosno, Leningrad Region

13

Municipal Social Services Centre for the people of
Pikalevo

“We Are Stepping Towards Health”

Town of Pikalevo, Boksitogorsk District, Leningrad
Region

14

Dom proektov (House of Projects) Educational Charitable
Organisation

“The Third Age Means New Possibilities” Cinema Project

City of St. Petersburg

15

Petrograd local organisation of the St. Petersburg Branch
of The All-Russian Disabled Society (*participant in the
“Next Step” programme 2011)

“Mini-Paralympics in 12 Types of
Sport”

City of St. Petersburg
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Annexe 5.Certificate of the VI Russia-wide Annual Reports competition for NGOs “Tochka
Otscheta”

List of grantees in Arkhangelsk Region
№

Name of Organisation

Project Name

Place

1

Action Group. Zinaida Karaeva.

“60 Yearsis No Age!” School for the
Elderly.

Town of Kotlas

2

State Residential Home for the Agedand Disabledin
Mezensk

“Activity is Life!”

Zaozer’ye village, Mezensk
District

3

Pomorskoe Vozrozhdenie (Pomeranian Revival) National
Cultural Centre

“In Step with the Times”

City of Arkhangelsk

4

Nadezhda (Hope) Regional Public Organisation of the
Disabled

“Life is Just Beginning”

City of Arkhangelsk

5

Kotlas Municipal District Library System

Computer Literacy Courses for “Extremely Interesting Pensioners”

Town of Kotlas

6

Action Group. Lyudmila Grodskaya.

“Enjoying Old Age”

Village of Cherevkovo, Krasnoborsk District

7

Municipal Centre for the Protection of Rights of Minors

“The Lessons of Life or Life Continues…”

City of Arkhangelsk

8

Arkhangelsk City Public Organisationof (Retired) Veterans
of War, Labour, the Armed Forcesand Law Enforcement
Agencies.

Establishment of the “Gilded Youth”
Sports and Health Centre

City of Arkhangelsk

9

ActionGroup. ElenaShvaiko.

“Don’t Let the Thread Linking Generations Break”

Savvatiya settlement, Kotlas
District

10

Ustya Municipal Cultural Centre

“Loaves From The Same Oven, But
All Different”(Izodnoipechi, da ne
odnikalachi – Russian proverb)

Village of Shagaly, Ustya
District

11

Municipal Library System

“Seignors at the Desk” Positive Communication Club

City of Severodvinsk

12

Sergievskaya Municipal House of Culture, part of the
Cherepkovsk Cultural Centre

“We Are still Young”

Village of Verkhnyaya
Sergievskaya, Krasnoborsk
District.

13

The N. A. Dobroliubov Arkhangelsk Region State Scientific Library

“Towards a New Quality of Life with
the Internet”

City of Arkhangelsk

14

Action Group. Yury Titov (Arkhangelsk)

“White Rook and Draught Club
Against Old Age”

City of Arkhangelsk

15

Independent Municipal Inter-SchoolTrainingCentre

“Beekeeping School”

Town of Koryazhma

16

The Leshukonskoye Municipal Inter-Settlement Library

“Pensioner.ru”

Village of Leshukonskoye

17

Municipal Inter-Settlement Library of Pinezhsk District in
Karpogory

“New Horizons. The Older Generation
in the Modern Information Space.”

Village of Karpogory, Pinezhsk District.

18

The Lensky Municipal Inter-Settlement Library

“With Optimism and Faith in Life”

Village of Yarensk, Lensky
District

19

Action Group. Svetlana Kachegova.

“Memory Is Alive”

Village of Zherd’, Mezen’
District

20

Action Group. Lyudmila Shekolenko
(Arkhangelsk)

“Golden Autumn”

City of Arkhangelsk

21

Action Group. Valentina Markina.

“Old Age Will Not Keep Me At
Home”

Village of Titovskaya, Vel’sk
District

22

Municipal Inter-Settlement Library of Krasnoborsk District

“Tri “U” – v formate Internet (uchus’,
umeyu, uchu) [Internet learning
project]”

Village of Krasnoborsky,
Krasnoborsk District
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Annexe 6. Independent Assurance Report

Independent Assurance Report
on Selected Sustainability Indicators for the year ended December 31, 2012
To the founders of the Ladoga Charitable Foundation
Identification and Description of the Subject Matter
At the request of Ladoga Charitable Foundation (hereinafter ‘the Foundation’) we have provided a limited
level assurance on the following five material sustainability performance indicators published in Ladoga Charitable Foundation’s Sustainability Report 2012 (hereinafter ‘the Indicators’ and ‘the Report’):
Programme expenses (pages 53-56 of the Report);
Number of charity and grant recipients (pages 14-15 of the Report);
Number of projects financed (page 4 of the Report);
Number of supported events with stakeholders (pages 22-23 of the Report);
Average salary per employee (page 51 of the Report).
The Indicators have been selected and prepared by the Foundation’s management based on the relevant
sustainability reporting principles, scope, and methods.
Identification of the Criteria
The criteria of our engagement were the sustainability reporting principles, scope,and methods for preparation of the Indicators as set out in the ‘Procedure for Preparing the 2012 Report’ chapter on pages 57-58 of
the Report. We believe that these criteria are appropriate given the purpose of our assurance engagement.
Management’s Responsibilities
The Foundation’s management is responsible for the preparation of the Indicators in compliance with
the sustainability reporting principles, scope,and methods for preparation of the Indicators as set out in the
‘Procedure for Preparing the 2012 Report’ chapter on pages 57-58 of the Report. This responsibility includes
designing, implementing and maintaining internal controls relevant to the preparation of the Indicators that
are free of material misstatements, selecting and applying appropriate reporting principles and using measurement methods and estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Our Responsibilities
Our responsibility is to independently express a conclusion that the Indicators have been fairly stated, in all
material aspects, in compliance with the sustainability reporting principles, scope,and methods for preparation
of the Indicators as set out in the ‘Procedure for Preparing the 2012 Report’ chapter on pages 57-58 of the
Report, based on our limited assurance.

cordingly included the following procedures:
Analysis of internal regulatory documents related to the Foundation’s sustainability policies, activities, and
relevant reporting;
Interviews with the Foundation’s managers and specialists responsible for sustainability policies, activities,
and reporting where relevant to the Indicators;
Review of sustainability reports of selected national and international charitable foundations;
Review of a selection of corporate and external publications with respect to the Foundation’s sustainability
policies, activities and related events in 2012;
Identification of sustainability issues material for the Foundation based on the procedures described
above;
Evaluation of the Foundation’s procedures used for collection, preparation, collation and reporting on the
Indicators;
Review, on a sample basis, of evidence and supportive documentation regarding the Indicators.
We believe that our procedures provide a basis on which we can provide limited assurance. Our evidence
gathering procedures are more limited than for a reasonable assurance engagement, and therefore less assurance is obtained than in a reasonable assurance engagement.
Conclusion
Based on our work described in this report, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that
the Indicators have not been fairly stated, in all material aspects, in compliance with the sustainability reporting
principles, scope,and methods for preparation of the Indicators as set out in the ‘Procedure for Preparing the
2012 Report’ chapter on pages 57-58 of the Report.

Moscow
26.08.2013

Summary of Work Performed
Our engagement was conductedin accordance with International Standard on Assurance Engagements
(ISAE) 3000, Assurance Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information and ac-
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Annexe7. Russian Donors Forum Ethical Code14
Members of the Donors’ Forum agree to:

»» Use the resources at their disposal for the charitable purposes for which they were intended;
»» Ensure that their mission, goals and programmes are clearly defined and broadly known;
»» Guarantee that their work is completely transparent;
»» Strive to keep administrative expenses to a sensible minimum;
»» Publish regular reports on their activities, including financial information;
»» Be aware of legislation relating to their activities and avoid violating such legislation.
When implementing grant-programmes, andin accordance with their mission, status and goals,
members of the Donors’ Forum agree to:

»» Ensure that the decision-making process for awarding grants is transparent and corresponds with the
organisation’s rules and requirements;

»» Provide all necessary conditions to ensure that people involved in decision-making processes have no
conflict of interest;

»» Respect the confidentiality of applicants, grantees and donors, and comment on individual organisations and persons in an accurate and balanced manner;

»» Treat grantees and colleagues with respect;
»» Observe the principles of tolerance and non-discrimination;
»» Encourage grantees to be aware of legislation relating to their activities and to avoid violating such
legislation.

Russian Donors Forum is a coalition of private and non-governmental organizations working in the sphere of philantropy in Russia
http://www.donorsforum.ru/
14
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Contact Details
Nordstar Business Centre, Dom 3, Stroenie 1,
ul. Begovaya, 125284 Moscow, Russia
Telephone: +7 (495) 660 56 40
Fax: +7 (495) 660 56 41
E-mail: inform@fondladoga.ru

